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Introduction           

 

“If you want to know what the future is, be part of its development”. 

-Peter Drucker- 
 

The Five-Year Forecast provides an evaluation of the City’s current financial condition as well as a view of 

the economic, financial and operational outlook for the City. This year’s forecast is a little different in that 

the City is working with Greg Grootendorst, chief economist with the Hampton Roads Planning District 

Commission, to provide an overview of the regional economy.  His analysis is included in the report (pp. 5 – 

15). 

Many factors outside the borders of our City will impact our projections: 

 Policies from the Federal Reserve Board will influence interest rates and will attempt to 

moderate inflationary pressures. 

 

 The General Assembly and a newly elected governor will determine funding for our schools, 

human services, and roadways, as well as funding for our Constitutional Offices and other State 

supported programs. The State is currently developing their biennial budget, which could impact 

various City functions. 

 

 Even with the recent election of the President, another presidential election will occur before 

the forecast period has ended. Issues like sequestration, tax reform, healthcare reform and 

military spending will have a direct impact on our City’s finances. 

Many factors within our boundaries will also impact our projections: 

 With almost half of the General Fund revenue generated from real estate taxes, the health of 

the City’s housing stock is a critical component of the revenues supporting this forecast. 

 

 Personal property taxes, particularly the strength of the vehicle market, will also greatly 

influence City revenue, since these taxes account for the second largest local revenue source. 

 

 Consumer-related revenues like sales, restaurant and hotel taxes, will provide a strong reflection 

of our citizens’ fiscal health and could serve as leading indicators of possible downturns in the 

economy. 
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As with previous forecasts, City Council and School Board policies are the cornerstone of the assumptions 

included in the forecast. 

Given the factors and issues discussed above, this forecast will focus on the regional economy, revenue 

projections and expenditure drivers, which will all be incorporated into a forecast for the General Fund and 

School Operating Fund – the two largest funds. In addition, the Appendix includes a five-year forecast of the 

Water and Sewer, Storm Water and Waste Management Enterprise Funds. 
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Regional Economy         

(Provided by the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission) 

State of the Region and Selected Socioeconomic Trends 

Virginia Beach is part of a dynamic metropolitan area with a rich history, a diverse landscape, and a growing 

population of more than 1.7 million people. The region’s vibrant mix of people, places, and employment 

opportunities combine to make Virginia Beach and Hampton Roads a popular destination for people to live, 

work, and play.  As with any metropolitan region, there are many factors that influence the region’s quality 

of life, such as economic conditions, education, and air quality. The next few pages will provide of snapshot 

of the current socioeconomic condition of the Hampton Roads region. 

The Hampton Roads economy continues to struggle with aftereffects from the Great Recession. From 2002 

through 2007, Hampton Roads experienced a 20.4% increase in gross product. Since 2007, the region’s gross 

product has contracted by 2.7%.  There is a significant output gap at both the national and regional levels 

compared to prerecession trends where local growth in gross product and employment has trailed the 

performance of metropolitan areas across the nation as well as the Commonwealth. 

 

Hampton Roads’ economic struggle in the wake of the Great Recession is especially evident in the Civilian 

Non-Farm Employment data commonly referred to as “Payroll Employment.” The Great Recession was the 

deepest and longest recession since the Great Depression. Both the Nation and the Commonwealth engaged 

in a sustained recovery and returned to their prerecession level of employment in a little over six years. By 

contrast, as of September 2017, Hampton Roads’ civilian employment remains 16,000 jobs below 

prerecession civilian employment.  
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The Great Recession had a disparate impact on Hampton Roads’ industry sectors, with some sectors 

experiencing growth while other industries continue to languish. The region’s Healthcare, Federal 

Government, Scientific & Technical, and Education Services sectors have experienced growth during the past 

decade. Conversely, eight of the region’s industry sectors have experienced declines, most notably the 

Construction, Retail Trade, and Local Government sectors. 
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While the Civilian Employment “Payroll” jobs have recorded a troubling employment trend in Hampton 

Roads, the region’s Civilian Labor Force Employment figures have painted a somewhat more positive picture 

in recent months. Civilian labor force data includes numbers on the total labor force (those who are working 

or who are looking for work), employment (those who have a job), and unemployment (those who are 

seeking employment, but are currently unemployed).  Over the past two years, Hampton Roads’ labor force 

has grown in similar fashion to both the Nation and the Commonwealth. Over the past year, the number of 

people in Hampton Roads identified as unemployed has decreased by over 4,000, while the number of people 

employed has increased by 8,600. The region’s labor force has realized an increase while the unemployment 

rate has declined. These are very positive indicators for the region’s labor market, although they appear to 

conflict with declining payroll employment figures. In August of 2017 the Hampton Roads’ seasonally 

adjusted unemployment rate was at 4.2%, nestled between Virginia’s rate of 3.8% and the U.S. average of 

4.4%. 

 

Personal income in Hampton Roads has fluctuated significantly in recent years due to changes in 

employment. The region’s per capita income is $46,400, slightly below the U.S. metro average of $49,827. In 

2009, the region’s per capita income surpassed the nation’s per capita income for the first time in over two 

decades. Since then, regional per capita incomes have fallen 4% below the national level.  

 

Although per capita incomes in Hampton Roads have fallen, the region experienced relatively strong growth 

in earnings per worker during the early part of the 2000s, and has kept pace with the nation since 2009. 

Median family income is one of the best indicators of the relative quality of life of a region’s residents, and 

in this category, Hampton Roads compares very favorably.  
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Defense 

 

Hampton Roads’ struggle to recover from the Great Recession has been hampered in large part by the 

region’s most important sector, the defense industry. The Department of Defense (DoD) serves as the 

primary driver of the Hampton Roads economy.  It is influenced by military personnel, military families, 

federal civilian employees, military contracts, and the numerous veterans who call this region home.  The 

HRPDC estimates that through direct, indirect, and induced impacts, the DoD supports between 35% to 40% 

of all regional employment. 

 

DoD spending sustained high levels of spending through the second half of the past decade, but the 

combination of winding down the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, budget pressures from the recession, and 

changing federal funding priorities have caused defense spending to decline both in absolute terms and as a 

share of GDP. Reflecting the change in national spending, DoD contracting dollars in Hampton Roads have 

declined in recent years after a period of strong growth between 2001 and 2011. 

 

The number of military personnel in Hampton Roads varies based on strategic needs, but has generally 

declined since the end of the Vietnam War, with exceptions during the 1980’s and the beginning of the War 

on Terror. As military employment has fallen, its share in total regional employment and regional incomes 

has also dropped. At the same time, some of the decline in military personnel had been replaced by 

contracting dollars as the DoD began to employ contractors and local businesses to complete tasks formerly 

performed by uniformed personnel. Since 2011, cuts to defense contracting in the region have exacerbated 

cuts to the region’s military personnel, forcing the private sector to swim against the outflowing stream of 
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federal dollars. In the late 1960s, direct expenditures on military personnel constituted one quarter of 

regional totals. In 2015, the direct impact of DoD personnel was less than 10% of Hampton Roads’ totals. 

 

 

 

Tourism 

 

Hampton Roads offers numerous attractions that draw visitors to the region, such as the oceanfront and 

historic treasures. The region also hosts many world-renowned theme parks, sporting events, festivals, and 

cultural events, as well as performing arts, concerts, and conventions that support the region’s tourism 

industry. 

 

Tourism expenditures are an important part of the region’s economic fabric as they, in addition to the defense 

industry and port activities, account for the lion’s share of new dollars flowing into the Hampton Roads 

economy.  The outside dollars generated by the tourism industry are essentially an “export” of the region’s 

amenities, sustaining the regional economy through indirect and induced investments. 

 

The Virginia Tourism Corporation has reported increases in regional tourism expenditures since 2009, as well 

as a rise in local tax collections related to tourism. Hampton Roads’ taxable hotel sales and growth in room 

revenue also have increased. On an inflation-adjusted basis, Smith Travel Research reports regional hotel 

revenues are 4.7% below their peak in 2007, however the last three years have realized strong growth.  
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As the national economy continues to regain strength, increases in income should bolster tourism 

expenditures in the region.  As Hampton Roads’ tourism industry is relatively mature, long-term growth in 

the tourism sector is unlikely to change dramatically. 

 

Retail 
 

Trade is the backbone of a regional economy because the exchange of goods and services is a primary driver 

in creating value and providing benefit to market participants. One of the best ways to measure trade is 

through retail sales. When Hampton Roads’ economy expands, retail sales grow as increased income quickly 

passes through to consumption of goods and services. Conversely, during the most recent recession, retail 

sales shrunk considerably as individuals cut back on their purchases. 

 

Hampton Roads’ retail employment declined from 93,800 jobs in 2007 to 83,000 in 2010.  Over the past seven 

years, employment in the retail industry has remained at 2010 levels, 11% below the prerecession high. 

Interestingly, retail employment fell despite an increase in retail sales, which grew by 10.4% between 2007 

and 2017. While retail sales have experienced some recovery from their 12.6% decline during the recession, 

the number of retail establishments in the region only started growing in 2012, and retailers have exercised 

caution against increasing payrolls until the region recovers further. 

 

The regional and national retail experience have diverged considerably, and while both saw a proportional 

decline in retail sales, the U.S. retail recovery has been more robust than that of the region. Retail sales have 

increased by 43.4% nationally since March 2009, while Hampton Roads’ retail sales only began increasing 

after March 2010, growing by 23%.  
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While some regional retail sales have been lost to the growth of internet sales, there seem to be other factors 

at work as well. Despite the continued growth of regional incomes during the recovery, the retail sales 

industry has likely been held back by the decline in household wealth during the recession.  

 

Real Estate 

 

Real estate plays a vital role in the economy and constitutes where people in Hampton Roads live, work, 

shop, and stay. Hampton Roads real estate has remained in a fragile state since the onset of the Great 

Recession in 2007.  Residential home building hit its peak in 2005, but construction employment has since 

declined by over 20,000 positions.  The number of building permits issued fell from more than 11,000 in 2005 

to a low of 3,966 in 2010, then ticked up to 6,375 in 2016. The average value of single family permits 

decreased by 10.5% between 2005 and 2014, before increasing to a new high in 2016 (inflation-adjusted).  

 

Homeownership rates peaked in 2004, but later declined as increasing prices made purchasing a home less 

affordable. During the Great Recession, the drop in home prices increased affordability, which meant a family 

who earned the region’s median income could afford 80.3% of homes sold in the first quarter of 2017. Lower 

mortgage rates also have improved affordability. Despite these factors, reports indicate stricter credit 

standards put in place after the onset of the financial crisis have made it difficult for some perspective buyers 

to gain access to credit they need to purchase a home. 

 

One result of the housing correction and lower rate of homeownership has been growth in multifamily 

construction, as builders take advantage of higher rents relative to the cost of homeownership.  
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While the vacancy rate of retail space has not increased significantly across the region, it is important to note 

that all real estate is local, so trends across the region will not necessarily manifest themselves in individual 

pockets of Hampton Roads. The industrial market vacancy rate remains elevated, despite little growth in 

industrial square footage over the past five years. 

While there has been some recovery in construction, general weakness in the Hampton Roads labor market 

suggests its housing market will not experience the rapid home price appreciations that have occurred in 

some of the region’s reference MSAs. Relative to 2000, housing prices in Hampton Roads remain elevated 

higher than national housing prices. Given current economic conditions, the Hampton Roads housing market 

is expected to continue its long, slow recovery.  

 

 

Demographics 

 

Hampton Roads is the 37th most populous metropolitan area in 2015, behind Indianapolis, Austin, and 

Nashville, and ahead of Providence, Milwaukee, and Jacksonville. The region’s population has grown to 1.7 

million. Due to slow long-term employment growth, Hampton Roads has lagged behind national and state 

levels of population growth since the early 1990s. 
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Hampton Roads has consistently had a high level of births relative to deaths in the region, which in theory 

should lead to a much higher population growth. On average, the region has experienced significant out-

migration (on average, 1,350 persons per year for the last 10 years). 

 

The share of the population 65 and older remains fairly small in Hampton Roads, at just 13.8% in 2016, but 

this share has increased from 10% in 2000, likely because of the declining presence of military personnel and 

aging of the national population. While not as significant as in the U.S. overall, this has pushed the region’s 

dependency ratio to 65.5% from a low of 61.5% in 2011. The dependency ratio indicates the number of 

potential dependents (persons 65 and older, as well as minors) an economy needs to support for every person 

in their prime working age (persons aged 20-65). 
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Another recent change has been that the number of females has surpassed males in the region’s population, 

likely derived by the decreasing number of military personnel and the growth of the rest of the population. 

With some slight differences, the occupational mix in Hampton Roads closely mirrors that of the nation, with 

a slightly higher percentage employed in engineering and architecture occupations.  This is likely related to 

the federal government presence in the region, including needs of the Department of Defense and research 

institutions. 

Quality of Life 
 

It is often the case that an analysis of a region’s well-being will mainly focus on indicators related to the 

economy. While economic vitality is important, the ultimate measure of success is a region’s overall quality 

of life. Measuring quality of life, however, can be difficult at best. The definition of “quality of life” is 

subjective, and data on many quality of life indicators is difficult to attain. As such, several economic and 

demographic measures are used as surrogate measures of the region’s livability, including weather, crime, 

poverty, income, employment opportunity, longevity, cultural attractions, mobility, cost of living, 

environmental health, and the list goes on. One oft-cited indicator that tends to have a strong correlation 

with most quality of life indices is the Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient is a measure of income disparity 

between the haves and the have nots. Regions with less income disparity (a lower coefficient) tend to 

measure favorably in other quality of life indicators.  

 

When compared to other metropolitan areas between 1 and 3 million people, Hampton Roads has a very 
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favorable (low) measure of income disparity. The region also boasts relatively low crime and poverty rates 

and has experienced improvements to air and water quality as well. 
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City of Virginia Beach          

Demographic Overview       

 

The City’s Population and Its Composition 

Growth in the City’s population has slowed dramatically since the 1980s. During that decade, the City’s 
population grew at an annual rate of 4.13%. As the graph below illustrates, the annual growth rate has 
been less than 1% over the past two full decades, and this trend has continued from 2010 to the present. 
 

 
Sources:  Census Bureau and Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service. 

 
During the 1980s, the City was experiencing net positive in-migration as well as a birth rate that exceeded 
the number of deaths. While the City continues to experience a positive population growth when 
comparing births to deaths, the City has experienced net out-migration for 19 of the past 22 years.  
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When looking at the City’s 
population broken down by 
age segments, there is a 
notable decline in the 
percentage of the population 
under the age of 25. As the 
illustration shows, both the 
under 18 and 18 to 24 
segments have declined as a 
proportion of the  
population. In 1980, these 
two age groups made up 
46.3% of the City’s 
population. By 2016, that 
figure had declined to 32.2%. 
The clearest manifestation of 
this shift is the decline in 
enrollment experienced by 
the school division over the 
past two decades. 
 
 
 
Source:  Census Bureau. 

 
 
While this segment of the population has declined on a percentage basis, the percentage of the population 
age 65 and older has grown from 4.5% in 1980 to 13.2% in 2016.  
 
As one might expect, with a larger proportion of the population being in the 55 to 64, and 65 and older age 
segments, the median age of the population has increased from 26.9 in 1980 to 35.8 in 2016. 

 Source:  Census Bureau. 
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While the youngest age group has declined as a portion of the City’s population and the oldest segment has 
expanded since 1980, the “dependency ratio” which actually looks at these two age groups together has 
remained relatively stable. 

This ratio is a broad measure intended to demonstrate the ratio of economically inactive individuals 
compared to economically active individuals. The Census Bureau measures this ratio using those under 18 
and those 65 and older. While this ratio is not absolute and there are certainly individuals at both ends of 
the dependency ratio that are productive members of the workforce, the economically inactive under age 
18 and 65 and older tend to be recipients of more government spending. 
 

Increasing Diversity 
Over the past three decades, the City’s population has become more diverse in terms of racial and ethnic 
origin. In 1980, nearly nine out of every ten residents were identified as “white.” In 2016, the ratio of that 
population had declined to less than seven out of every ten. Over the same time period, the “Black/African 
American” population increased from one out of every ten residents to nearly two out of every ten 
residents. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As these two graphs above illustrate, the minority population in Virginia Beach was 13.4% of the total 
population in 1980. By 2016, that figure grew to 33% or one out of every three residents. As the table 
below notes, almost all minority groups have increased as a percentage of the population since 1980.  
 

                                                     Race/Ethnicity 

 1980 1990 2000 2010 2016 

White 86.5% 80.5% 71.4% 67.7% 67.0% 

Black/African American 10.0% 13.9% 19.0% 19.6% 18.3% 

American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.2% 

Asian/Hawaiian/Pacific 2.5% 4.3% 5.0% 6.3% 6.7% 

Other Race 0.7% 0.9% 1.5% 2.0% 2.0% 

Two or More Races NA NA 2.7% 4.0% 5.8% 

Hispanic 2.0% 3.1% 4.2% 6.6% 8.1% 
Source:  Census Bureau. 

An increase in the minority population adds to the richness/vibrancy of our community and creates the 
need for more awareness of cultural issues.  
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Household Composition 

The composition of household-living relationships has also changed in the City over the past three decades. 
One of the clearest indications of this change is the decline in the percentage of family households: “Family 
Household” comprised nearly 70% of households in 2016 compared to nearly 80% in 1980 (Family 
households include a householder and one or more people living in the same household who are related to 
the householder by birth, marriage, or adoption). Data on marital status support this trend. The percentage 
of the population that is married has declined from 66.6% in 1980 to just below 50% in 2016 and the 
percentage of divorced individuals has increased (5.5% to 11.2%) over the same time period. 

 
                                Household Characteristics 

   1980   1990   2000   2010   2016 

Family Household 79.2% 75.4% 71.8% 68.6% 69.0% 

Married Couple Family 66.6% 62.9% 55.7% 52.9% 49.5% 

Female Head Household 10.3%   9.5% 12.4% 12.3% 14.8% 

Household with Children under 18      NA 44.8% 42.1% 35.4% 34.2% 

All Parents in the Workforce      NA 66.7% 61.9% 58.5% 72.3% 

Average Household Size    2.97    2.82    2.70    2.65    2.63 

Average Family Size    3.35    3.21    3.21    3.16    3.17 
Source:  Census Bureau. 

 

Educational Attainment 

Educational achievement is important in today’s global economy. City Council and the School Board have 
placed a major emphasis on providing resources for education at the grade school level. Local colleges and 
universities have also expanded their program offerings to include various continuing education programs. 
These efforts have been instrumental in enhancing the overall educational attainment of the City’s 
population. 

As of 2016, more than one in 10 of the City’s population over the age of 25 held a graduate or professional 
degree, over one third had a college degree and nearly 94% had obtained a high school degree (or its 
equivalency). 

The educational attainment of the City’s population contributes to the low unemployment rate (typically 
the City has one of the lowest unemployment rates among the 50 largest cities); the City’s relatively low 
poverty rate; and to the City’s relatively low crime rate. An educated workforce helps in economic 
development marketing of the City and promotes productive businesses/economic growth. 
 

              Educational Attainment  

   1980   1990   2000   2010   2016 

High School Graduate 80.0% 88.0% 90.4% 93.1% 93.4% 

College Graduate (Bachelor’s Degree) 22.4% 25.5% 28.1% 31.6% 35.0% 

Graduate or Professional Degree      NA   7.7%   8.9% 10.9% 12.3% 

Source:  Census Bureau.  
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Although education is important for the aforementioned reasons, nationally, there is an imbalance 
between the percentage of the population that holds a college degree (47% possess an associate degree or 
higher) versus the percentage of the jobs that require a college degree (27% according to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics). This illustrates why some college graduates are underemployed, and this could be an asset 
for attracting businesses looking for an educated workforce. It also illustrates the importance of technical 
or trade skills (plumbers, carpenters, beauticians, and nurses’ aides). 
 

Labor Force and Employment Characteristics 

                                     Employment-Related Characteristics 

   1980   1990   2000   2010   2016 

Civilian Labor Force Participation Rate 58.3% 62.5% 63.2% 66.0% 65.0% 

Civilian Female Labor Force Participation Rate 54.6% 63.5% 62.9% 63.7% 63.1% 

% Labor Force in Armed Forces 18.2% 18.6% 13.3%   5.0%   6.4% 

% Unemployed   5.3%   4.7%   4.1%   4.4%   3.1% 

% Private Sector Worker 69.4% 73.0% 75.2% 73.8% 74.7% 

% Government Worker 25.2% 21.3% 19.4% 21.1% 20.5% 

% Self-Employed Worker   5.1%   5.4%   5.2%   4.4%   4.6% 
Source:  Census Bureau. 

 

The Labor Force Participation rate is the percentage of the population age 16 and older that is employed or 

seeking employment; typically, the federal and state governmental agencies track the civilian labor force 

rather than the total labor force (which includes military), but the Census Bureau provides both.  

Employment, as measured by the Census Bureau, is by place of residence, meaning the 

industries/occupations in which Virginia Beach resident’s work, regardless of the City in which it is located. 

The percentage of our labor force employed in the armed forces has declined, which parallels some military 

downsizing in our area. In 1990, 18.6% of our labor force was in the armed forces; in 2016, only 6.5% are in 

the military. Many former military may have remained in our City and entered the civilian labor force, 

helping to boost the participation rate of this measure. 

Another positive sign is the unemployment rate in the City. The City’s unemployment rate has trended 

downward since 1980 and is lower than the national unemployment rate. 

 

Income 

“Household Income” is defined as total income divided by total households, whether family, non-family, or 
single person households.  Household incomes have increased in real terms across most Census time-
periods. The per capita figure may represent the best measure because it is unaffected by the decline in 
household size (decline in household size means there are fewer two-income earners per household 
compared to previous time periods). 
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                                     Income Characteristics 

 1980 1990 2000 2010 2016* 

Median Household $20,203 $36,271 $47,705 $64,212 $71,117 

Adjusted for Inflation from 2010 - - - -      $64,613 

Per Capita $11,998 $21,743  $32,331 $44,812      $52,235 

Adjusted for Inflation from 2010 - - - -      $48,056 

*2016 per capita income is not available – this is FY 15 data. 
Sources:  Census Bureau and Bureau of Economic Analysis. 

 

 

Poverty 

After declining by 3% from 1980 to 1990, the City’s overall poverty rate has risen since 1990 but is still 
lower than 1980. The age group most impacted by poverty is those under 18 with more than one in ten of 
that group living in poverty in 2016. On a positive note, the segment of the population growing at the 
highest rate, those age 65 and older, has seen a reduction in the poverty rate from 1980 to 2016. Female 
head of households and children in households headed by females have also experienced a significant 
reduction in the poverty rate over the same time period.  
 
While poverty impacts people in nearly every city, Virginia Beach experiences much lower levels of poverty 
compared to the majority of our neighboring cities and other cities of similar size around the nation.  
 
 

                                           Poverty 

   1980   1990   2000   2010   2016 

Persons   8.9%   5.9%   6.5%   7.5%   7.9% 

Families   7.7%   4.3%   5.1%   5.5%   5.4% 

Children under 18 13.0%   7.6%   8.6% 10.5% 10.8% 

65+ 10.3%   8.0%   4.7%   5.0%   5.1% 

Female Head Householder 38.9% 20.2% 18.9% 18.9% 15.5% 

-----  with Children 45.8% 26.5% 23.1% 24.2% 20.4% 

Source:  Census Bureau. 
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Virginia Department of Education National School Lunch Program Free and Reduced Price 

Eligibility 

Families qualifying for free and reduced-price meals must meet established federal guidelines for income 

and household size. Over the last decade, the number of Virginia Beach City Public Schools (VBCPS) 

students eligible for free and reduced-price meals has grown by approximately 15%, from 22,560 in FY 

2006-07 to 25,941 in FY 2015-16. 

Fiscal Year 

School 
Nutrition 
Program 

Membership 
Free 

Eligible 
Free 

Percentage 

Reduced 
Price 

Eligible 

Reduced 
Price 

Percentage 

Free and 
Reduced 

Price 
Eligible 

Free and 
Reduced 

Price 
Percentage 

2006/07 73,277 15,087 20.59% 7,473 10.20% 22,560 30.79% 

2007/08 71,948 13,677 19.01% 5,877 8.17% 19,554 27.18% 

2008/09 70,918 14,276 20.13% 6,380 9.00% 20,656 29.13% 

2009/10 71,097 16,067 22.60% 6,067 8.53% 22,134 31.13% 

2010/11 71,034 16,704 23.52% 4,932 6.94% 21,636 30.46% 

2011/12 70,723 17,918 25.32% 5,526 7.81% 23,444 33.15% 

2012/13 69,403 17,531 25.26% 5,269 7.59% 22,800 32.85% 

2013/14 70,476 20,307 28.81% 5,193 7.37% 25,500 36.18% 

2014/15 69,144 20,044 28.99% 5,498 7.95% 25,542 36.94% 

2015/16 68,731 20,534 29.88% 5,407 7.87% 25,941 37.74% 
 

Note: The number of students living in poverty is reported by divisions based on the number of students qualifying for free or reduced price 

lunch through the National School Lunch Program. 

Source: VBCPS Department of School Division Services, Office of Food Services 

 
Source: VBCPS Department of School Division Services, Office of Food Services 
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Housing Expenses 

The most significant expenditure each month for most people is housing. People that have a mortgage 

spend a significant portion of their paycheck on this one expense. 

 

                          Housing Economics Related Characteristics 

   1980   1990   2000   2010   2016 

Owner Expenses Exceeding 30% of Income 26.3% 30.7% 27.4% 37.6% 27.6% 

Percent of Homeowners Mortgage Free 11.1% 11.4% 13.9% 19.7% 24.9% 
Source:  Census Bureau. 

 
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 

categorizes households with housing expenses that exceed 30% of 

household income as cost burdened. Of course, the total household 

income must also be considered when using this categorization. For 

example, housing expenses of 30% for a household with a total 

income of $50,000 would equate to $15,000 annually, leaving 

$35,000 for all other expenses. While the same 30% for a household 

with a total income of $100,000 would equate to $30,000, leaving $70,000 for all other expenses. Also, this 

threshold does not factor in locational amenities of an area such as quality of schools, employment 

opportunities, crime rates, and these amenities obviously provide value to residents. As of 2016, nearly half 

the renters in Virginia Beach and nearly one quarter of homeowners fell into this “cost burdened” category.  

While these data point to housing affordability issues, other indicators of fiscal stress such as poverty and 

the unemployment rate are quite low. On a positive note, the percentage of homeowners who are 

mortgage free has increased, which may be a reflection of our increasing population over 65 years old who 

have paid off their mortgages. 

Commuting Habits 

Virginia Beach residents continue to depend upon their cars for commuting to 

work. Since 1980, the percentage of workers who drive alone has steadily 

risen while those who carpool and/or use public transportation continues to 

decline. The percent who work at home has remained relatively stable.  

 

Interestingly, however, the average commute time increased minimally from 1980 to 2016. This could 

represent a positive impact of the City’s road building program, and/or it could represent a shift in 

commuting patterns: from residents commuting to work in a neighboring city to residents living and 

working in Virginia Beach. Other Census data as well as data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis indicate 

more residents are living and working in Virginia Beach compared to the past when many chose to live in 

Virginia Beach but worked elsewhere.  
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                         Transportation Related Characteristics 

   1980   1990   2000   2010   2016 

Percent Who Drive Alone 67.5% 78.4% 82.0% 82.5% 80.6% 

Percent Who Carpool 21.2% 12.0% 10.8%   9.4%   9.7% 

Percent Who Use Public Transportation   1.7%   0.8%   0.7%   0.8%   1.0% 

Percent Who Work at Home   1.1%   3.3%   2.8%   4.2%   3.5% 

Mean Travel Time (minutes)    21.9    22.7    23.9    23.4    23.4 
Source:  Census Bureau. 

 

Although the population is growing slowly, the number of vehicles is growing at a faster rate than overall 

population growth (maturation of the population is one source of this increase in that teenagers becoming 

of driving age does not change our population but does increase the number of drivers). If the number of 

residents driving alone continues to rise coupled with an increased number of vehicles, commute times 

may increase. 

 

Relative Measures of Tax Burden 

In addition to benchmarking local taxes and fees with Hampton Roads localities, the City regularly compares 

its expenditures per capita. As the next table illustrates, Virginia Beach has the lowest expenditures as a 

percentage of per capita income (6.12%) as compared to other Hampton Roads communities, which 

provides relative measures of tax burden across localities. 

 

 Per Capita Expenditures as a % of Per 
Capita Income 

Virginia Beach 6.12% 

Chesapeake 7.19% 

Norfolk 8.57% 

Portsmouth 8.12% 

Suffolk 7.23% 

Hampton 9.11% 

Newport News 9.07% 

Sources:  Bureau of Economic Analysis; Auditor of Public Accounts; and Census Bureau. 
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Major Revenue Trends       

 

Selected Revenue Trends:  Some trends place current revenue levels in a historical perspective.  

Others reflect changes in our economy, consumer behavior, or highlight the lack of an existing regulatory 

tax structure. 

 

Real Estate 

Real estate appreciation will 

grow for the fifth consecutive 

year (which followed five 

consecutive years of decline). 

One of the local factors 

contributing to this growth is 

the fact that foreclosures are 

not weighing down the overall 

real estate appreciation 

numbers as much as they were 

post housing bubble. 

The projected real estate 

revenue in FY 19 is anticipated 

to grow 2.8% to $537 million, 

which is a $16 million increase from FY 18. Since real estate represents almost 50% of the General Fund’s 

total revenue, the variance of this revenue source is especially important for the fiscal stability of the City. 

 

Personal Property 

Personal property revenues are 

projected to rise 1.3% ($2 million) in FY 

19. Starting in FY 15, a 30 cent rate 

increase on personal property went into 

effect and after controlling for this rate 

change, vehicle assessment growth was 

forecasted more conservatively than 

the actuals would later reveal was 

necessary. Part of the difficulty with 

forecasting personal property revenue 

is that the next fiscal year is being 
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projected before the previous year’s actuals are realized. This lag in revenue collection effectively means 

that personal property has to be estimated two years ahead of the last set of trend data. 

One of the major underlying factors impacting personal property revenues are vehicle assessments, which 

are anticipated to grow at nearly 2% in the coming year. This can largely be attributed to the growth in new 

car sales which represent 25% of the vehicle assessment base. While used cars are still holding their values 

very well in the current climate, a sudden decline in value for the used market could result in a significant 

reduction in personal property revenue.  

The primary driver of the 

conservative FY 19 personal 

property growth rate of 1.3% is due 

to uncertainty in the used car 

market. In 2017, vehicle 

assessments were $3.35 billion or 

80% of the total personal property 

revenue base. Used cars represent 

75% of the $3.35 billion in vehicle 

assessments. The market is 

expected to see an oversupply of 

used cars as leases expire and those 

vehicles enter the used car market. 

 

Consumer Driven Revenues 

Hotel:  The hotel tax revenue has grown at a healthy rate in recent years. This stable trend has resulted in a 

projected annual increase of 3.5% in the out years of the forecast. An important note about this revenue 

source is that roughly 75% of it is directed to various dedications throughout the City, leaving 25% for the 

General Fund. This means that of the $2 million in forecasted growth for FY 19, about $500,000 will be 

realized by the General Fund. 
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Restaurant:  The restaurant 

meals tax is anticipated to 

grow 4% in the out years of 

the forecast period, which is in 

line with the historical trend 

of this revenue source. 

Restaurant revenue was one 

of the few revenues that 

consistently grew throughout 

the recession, and its normal 

growth rate after the 

recession has been between 

3% and 4% a year. Similar to 

the hotel tax, about 40% of 

these revenues are dedicated 

to other funds throughout the 

City, leaving the General Fund 

with around 60% of the total 

realized revenue growth from restaurants, which equates to about $1.1 million. 

 

General Sales:  General sales had been growing by about 3% a year (about $1.7 million) until FY 16 when 

this revenue increased 5% ($2.9 million) and came in $1.3 million over budget. Due to the risk of the one-

time 5% jump being an outlier in the historic trend, FY 18 general sales were projected to grow at the 

historical trend of 3%. Having an additional year worth of data, it does appear that the 5% increase 

experienced in FY 16 was an outlier as FY 17 only experienced growth of 2.8%. General sales is projected to 

grow closer in line with the historical growth rate resulting in an increase of $1.5 million in FY 19 with 3% 

growth estimated in the out years of the forecast. 

 

Business Professional Occupational License (BPOL):  BPOL growth in FY 19 is anticipated to grow by nearly 

4% generating an additional $1.8 million in local revenue with 2% growth estimated in the out years of the 

forecast.  This revenue source remained largely stagnant from FY 13 – FY 15 with the no growth trend being 

replaced by a slow growth trend starting in FY 16. In FY 17, BPOL experienced significant growth of nearly 

4% resulting in this revenue exceeding budget by nearly $600,000. Prior to FY 17, the slow growth trend in 

this revenue stream is suspected to be the result of low growth in wages, reduced federal spending, and a 

delay in the base of new business caused by the two year business exemption program. It appears as 

though some of these factors are no longer having such a negative impact on this revenue stream. 

Businesses once exempt are exiting the exemption program. 
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State Revenues:  State revenue is 

projected to grow by 2% each 

year. For the City’s General Fund, 

it is important to note that much 

of the revenue is used to 

reimburse program specific 

purchases from departments 

such as Human Services instead 

of being available for general 

government operating costs. 

Significant increases in this 

revenue source are not 

anticipated as a result of the 

uncertainty surrounding State 

funding for localities. 

 

 

Federal Revenues:  For the City’s 

General Fund, Federal revenue is 

projected to remain flat at $20.7 

million as a result of the 

uncertainty with the Federal 

budget. This continues the trend 

of mostly stagnant Federal 

support to the City since FY 16.  

 

 

 

 

Innovative Technologies and Services and the Impact to the City Budget  

The proliferation of new technology over the past 20 years has changed the way we communicate and 

purchase products and services. One good example is the change in telecommunications and cable TV.  

In January 2007, the State replaced all franchise cable taxes, local telecommunication and cell phone taxes 

with a uniform 5% tax, promising revenue neutrality. The taxation applies to satellite TV, Internet phone 

service, Voice-Over-Internet-Protocol (VOIP), and satellite radio. However, there are notable exceptions.  

Marketing revenues earned by cable-related companies are not subject to the new tax, but they were 
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under Franchise Agreements. The tax applies only to use of “minutes”, not “data”, on cell phones; minimal 

“data” service existed in 2007 compared to now; pre-paid cell phones are exempt. Internet services do not 

remit these taxes, and individuals who strictly use internet streaming services such as Netflix, Hulu, Sling 

TV, etc. no longer pay this tax.  

Since its inception, the telecommunications tax has not maintained revenue neutrality; the aforementioned 

exemptions, cancellation of land-lines, economic conditions and changes in technology serving are likely 

explanations, but it is impossible to know what growth would have occurred under the previous tax 

structure. Due to the nature of this declining revenue source, the telecommunication tax revenue is 

anticipated to drop 2% ($1.1 million) in FY 19. 

 

Without modification 

by the State to the 

existing 

telecommunication 

tax, additional 

changes in the 

market and the 

emergence of 

additional 

technologies will 

further erode this tax 

revenue. 

 

 

Other examples demonstrating innovative technologies and services within the economy include:  Airbnb, 

Internet travel services, e-cigarettes, on-line retailers, Uber, and Lyft. All of these represent examples of 

technology and services that offer consumers more choices. These services are either not currently taxed 

(e-cigarettes), or a regulatory tax structure is not in place (on-line retailers without a physical presence in 

Virginia, Internet travel services, Airbnb, and Uber/Lyft). Absent self-reporting, these transactions are 

difficult to discover and create possible inequities among businesses providing similar services. 

Related to on-line retailers without a physical presence in states, the Marketplace Fairness Act, which 

would allow states to collect sales taxes from these retailers is still pending in Congress. Currently, the 

consumer pays these taxes directly to their respective states through self-reporting. 
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Another example is sales tax. Services outperform retail as illustrated in the graph. 

 

 
 

Only retail products are subject to the sales tax. Over the past several years, discussion has ensued about 

possible revenue neutral ways of restructuring taxes in Virginia. One option is to expand the sales tax to 

include services in the sales tax calculation and lowering the overall rate for tax neutrality. Purchasing 

necessary retail products like groceries and clothes would result in a lower tax rate. Some scenarios have 

included eliminating the BPOL tax in a revenue neutral manner by including services in the sales tax 

calculation. 

 

The examples above indicate that services and products offered by the commercial sector have evolved as 

innovations in technology continue to increase and expand. With these continuing technological changes, 

the State of Virginia and localities should continually review their tax rates to ensure that rates are fair and 

equitable among all business providing similar services, which ensures a level playing field and promotes a 

growing economy. 
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City General Fund Revenue and Expenditure 

Assumptions and Drivers       

 

 

 

 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023 

Variance  $109,118 $(3,525,157) $(6,597,800) $(7,136,677) $(10,115,989) 

 

Expenditure and revenue projections are based on informed assumptions of what the City can likely expect 

to happen over the next five years. Many of these assumptions are based on recent history, such as pay 

increases and inflation, or on economic or market based predictions from credible resources such as the 

State of the Region Report from Old Dominion University. Below is a bulleted list of assumptions for the 

expenditures and revenues used in the Five-Year Forecast: 

 

Operations and Maintenance Expenditures 

 The City expects inflation to grow at approximately 2% per forecasted year. Inflation has remained 

low, largely due to the low cost of gas, which has kept the price of consumer goods from increasing 

at a faster rate. 

 Salaries are projected to grow at 2% per year from FY 2018-19 to FY 2022-23. Of course, final 

decisions on pay increases will be determined by City Council.  
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 The VRS rate is currently 13.88% and is projected to grow by an additional percentage point every 

other fiscal year (the State reviews VRS rates each biennium):  14.88% in FY 2018-19; 15.88% in FY 

2020-21; 16.88% in FY 2022-23. 

 While current national trend guidelines for total program trend (medical and pharmacy combined) 

range from 5.0% to 9.0%; the City of Virginia Beach and Virginia Beach City Public Schools’ plan 

continues to run favorably which is why health care costs are shown increasing 3% each year in the 

Five-Year Forecast. This favorable trend can be attributed to many factors such as:  

o Plan design changes to combat the rising cost of health care through an increase in 

deductibles and coinsurance, the adoption of a clinically integrated network, and a closed 

formulary and preferred pharmacy program. 

o Greater education around high deductible health plans and the use of a new online 

enrollment tool which helps employees model their health care costs against the three 

health plans offered. Enrollment in the high deductible health plans doubled in 2017 with a 

total enrollment of 29% which has led to greater health plan consumerism.  

o A partnership with the Sentara Quality Care Network (SQCN); a network of physicians, 

hospitals, and other providers designed to become a Clinically Integrated Network (CIN) to 

provide members with improved quality of care, greater health care services and 

demonstrated value. 

o The revamp of our employee wellness program to BEWell (Beach Employee Wellness) 

powered by Virgin Pulse a dynamic, creative and individualized website that gives 

participants the tools they need to get and/or stay active, healthy, and get rewarded. Since 

the redesign the wellness program has seen an increase in participation (about 11,000 

members are enrolled) and engagement. 

 With the adoption of the changes listed above the health fund has grown over the last year. The 3% 

trend assumes that the City and Schools will be drawing from the health fund balance to cover some 

of the expenses for the health plan. Due to the current climate around health care, the Benefits 

Executive Committee along with our consultant, Mercer will continue to monitor how GASB 45, 

legislative updates with the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) (specifically the 

excise tax), and pharmaceutical advances will impact our health care trend and adjust accordingly.  

 For Transfers to Other Funds, the following assumptions were made:   
o Transfers to the School Operating Fund are based on the City/School Revenue Sharing Policy 

and projected revenue growth. 

o “All other transfers” are transfers from the General Fund to mainly special revenue funds like 

the Sheriff, Housing, and the non-dedicated portion of the Park and Recreation Special 

Revenue Fund for compensation increases.  In FY 2018-19, transfers are less than FY 2017-18 

due to the end of the three year plan to hold the Waste Management Special Revenue Fund 

harmless for the end of the SPSA contract. 

o Pay-as-you-go transfers related to the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) are based on the 

FY 2017-18 Adopted Capital Improvement Program. 
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Impact of CIP projects and Ongoing Commitments 

CIP operating budget impacts and other commitments are related to ongoing operational costs associated 

with the Housing Resource Center; Burton Station Fire/EMS Station; continuation of the four year phase-in 

of the body camera program; ten additional police officers added each year for a total of 50 through FY 

2020-21; IT ongoing costs associated with information technology projects; and maintenance of additional 

roadways. Some of the public safety commitments above are funded as part of the 30 cents personal 

property increase for public safety. It is important to note, however, that commitments associated with the 

30 cents increase for public safety are already higher than revenue available from the tax increase. Overall, 

the impact of these CIP projects and ongoing commitments are driving much of the deficits in the out years 

of the City forecast. 

Two significant capital improvement initiatives were funded with the adoption of the FY 2017-18 Operating 

Budget and Capital Improvement Program:   

(1) Funding for Storm Water projects, particularly to address neighborhood flooding, were almost 

doubled in each fiscal year. City Council approved a 2.5 cents increase in the Equivalent Residential 

Unit (ERU) rate for each year through FY 2021-22 and dedicated one cent of the real estate tax (a 

five-year forecast of the Storm Water Enterprise Fund is included in the Appendix of the Five-Year 

Forecast). 

(2) Funding for a $200 million program to address general government capital project needs was 

adopted by City Council. These important capital projects included replacing the City Hall building; 

several roadway projects including additional capacity to Indian River Road and Laskin Road; IT 

initiatives like the Next Generation Network; restoration of beaches at Croatan and Chesapeake 

Beach;  and economic development projects like the Virginia Beach bio-industry and the 18th 

Street/VIBE District initiatives. These projects were funded with cash, bonds and funding from 

completed projects. Associated debt service for these projects will be funded by a .8 of 1 cent 

dedication of the real estate tax and a $5 dedication of the automobile license. 

The debt service and pay-as-you-go funding impacts of this initiative are reflected in the projected 

expenditures. The general funding strategy for the general government CIP projects is cash funding a larger 

proportion of the projects in the early years and lessen the cash funding as bonds are sold and debt service 

increases to ensure a consistent level of overall expenditure growth commensurate with revenue growth. 
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Debt Service Expenditures 

Debt services expenditures in the forecast are based on currently authorized but unissued bonds and the 

amount of bonds in the adopted Capital Improvement Program. One of the keys to the City’s sustainability 

of the Operating Budget in the long run is staying within the City’s Charter Bond limits. By City Charter, the 

City Council may annually increase $10 million of bond authorization in any given year in addition to the 

retirement of General Obligation Debt principal, which generally equates to about $65 to $75 million a year 

depending on the amount of General Obligation debt being retired. 

If additional bonds are authorized by City Council beyond the annual Charter Bond limits (projects backed 

by Public Facility Revenue Bonds), it is recommended that City Council consider a dedicated tax to cover the 

additional debt service.  

Overall Expenditure Projections 

Taking into account the expenditure drivers discussed above, the following is a projection of General Fund 

expenditures over the next five years. 

 

  

FY 2018 Adopted FY 2019 Forecast FY 2020 Forecast FY 2021 Forecast FY 2022 Forecast FY 2023 Forecast

Personal Services

Full-time Salaries 265,971,520$            269,857,242$            275,254,387$            280,759,475$            286,374,665$            292,102,158$            

Part-Time Salaries 7,996,421$                8,156,354$                8,319,481$                8,485,870$                8,655,588$                8,828,699$                

Other Personal Services 5,766,073$                5,881,394$                5,999,022$                6,119,003$                6,241,383$                6,366,211$                

Overtime 11,393,985$              11,727,432$              11,961,980$              12,201,220$              12,445,244$              12,694,149$              

Fringe Benefits

VRS 36,805,545$              40,154,758$              40,957,853$              44,584,605$              45,476,297$              49,306,844$              

Health Insurance 36,803,919$              37,908,037$              39,045,278$              40,216,636$              41,423,135$              42,665,829$              

All Other Fringe Benefits 27,261,613$              28,106,722$              28,396,020$              28,920,857$              29,456,191$              30,002,231$              

Operating Accounts

Total Operating 170,150,254$            175,833,272$            179,349,938$            182,936,936$            186,595,675$            190,327,589$            

Capital Outlay 7,976,882$                7,096,129$                7,167,090$                7,238,761$                7,311,148$                7,384,260$                

(CIP) Operating Budget 

Impacts -$                             3,598,630$                9,402,817$                12,414,545$              14,410,536$              16,458,184$              

Debt Service Charges 53,067,145$              54,998,101$              58,385,151$              60,847,332$              65,419,653$              66,969,145$              

Reserves 1,888,640$                1,800,000$                1,800,000$                1,800,000$                1,800,000$                1,800,000$                

Transfers

Schools 427,710,350$            436,149,554$            444,983,377$            453,926,729$            463,125,190$            472,179,891$            

All Other Transfers 38,135,375$              33,213,624$              34,889,441$              36,937,639$              38,690,048$              40,830,080$              

Pay-Go 37,791,625$              40,072,045$              39,509,846$              38,711,655$              37,622,717$              39,341,833$              

Total Transfers 75,927,000$              73,285,669$              74,399,287$              75,649,294$              76,312,765$              80,171,913$              

Ashe & Residue 5,712,041$                -$                             -$                             -$                             -$                             -$                             

Total Budget 1,134,431,388$        1,154,553,294$        1,185,421,681$        1,216,101,263$        1,245,047,470$        1,277,257,103$        

Percent Change from 

Previous Year (in total) 1.77% 2.67% 2.59% 2.38% 2.59%
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Revenues 

The following briefly summarizes revenue assumptions. 

 Real estate revenues are forecasted to grow at an annual rate of 2.8%. The increase is attributable 

to a healthier economy and lower interest rates which have allowed more buyers to enter the 

marketplace and house prices to increase. 

 Personal property revenues are forecasted to grow at 1.3% in FY 2018-19 and 2% each year from FY 

2019-2020 to FY 2022-23. Vehicle assessments continue to grow due to the number of new cars 

being purchased as well as growth in the overall car market.  

 Consumer driven revenues (general sales, hotel, restaurant, BPOL, etc.) continue to grow; however, 

a higher level of uncertainty exists in these revenue streams as the timing of the next economic 

downturn is unknown. On average, these revenues combined are projected to grow about 3% each 

year over the forecast period. 

 

 

As with last year’s forecast, this General Fund forecast is considerably more optimistic than in years past, 

mainly due to the recovery of real estate, personal property and consumer related revenues.   While 

sensitivity analysis is not included in this year’s forecast, the deficits displayed in the out years of the 

forecast will be positively or negatively impacted by issues like the annual costs of health care, VRS rates 

and overall revenue growth rates.  

FY 2018 Adopted FY 2019 Forecast FY 2020 Forecast FY 2021 Forecast FY 2022 Forecast FY 2023 Forecast

Real Estate Tax 521,861,044$            537,857,003$            553,173,397$            568,534,970$            584,325,593$            600,557,258$            

Personal Property 155,933,379$            157,960,949$            161,097,391$            164,327,927$            167,655,379$            171,082,654$            

General Sales Tax 65,135,023$              66,621,323$              68,619,963$              70,678,562$              72,798,919$              74,982,886$              

Utility Tax 25,757,106$              25,580,890$              25,701,370$              25,788,382$              25,875,828$              25,963,712$              

Telecommunications Tax 24,861,320$              23,756,947$              23,281,808$              22,816,172$              22,359,849$              21,912,652$              

Business License 46,786,036$              48,669,429$              49,642,818$              50,635,674$              51,648,388$              52,681,355$              

Automobile License 10,807,765$              11,525,694$              11,871,465$              12,227,609$              12,594,437$              12,972,270$              

Cigarette Tax 11,113,112$              10,835,826$              10,619,109$              10,406,728$              10,198,593$              9,994,621$                

Hotel Room Tax 7,215,382$                7,699,337$                7,968,670$                8,247,161$                8,535,120$                8,832,869$                

Restaurant Meal Tax 43,841,222$              44,933,289$              46,724,620$              48,587,605$              50,525,109$              52,540,114$              

Other Taxes 11,022,331$              11,399,109$              11,631,595$              11,871,739$              12,119,856$              12,376,278$              

Permits, Privilege Fees, etc. 5,535,829$                5,646,546$                5,759,476$                5,874,666$                5,992,159$                6,112,003$                

From Use of Money & Property 6,043,760$                6,434,525$                6,563,216$                6,694,480$                6,828,369$                6,964,937$                

Charges for Services 40,774,745$              41,730,292$              42,564,898$              43,416,196$              44,284,520$              45,170,211$              

Miscellaneous Revenue 5,662,019$                6,031,223$                6,151,847$                6,274,884$                6,400,382$                6,528,389$                

Fines and Forfeitures 5,800,656$                5,878,381$                5,995,949$                6,115,868$                6,238,185$                6,362,949$                

State Revenue 102,814,312$            104,570,173$            106,661,577$            108,794,808$            110,970,705$            113,190,119$            

Federal Revenue 20,737,501$              20,737,501$              20,737,501$              20,737,501$              20,737,501$              20,737,501$              

Fund Balance 6,264,165$                -$                             -$                             -$                             -$                             -$                             

Transfers 16,464,681$              16,793,975$              17,129,854$              17,472,451$              17,821,900$              18,178,338$              

Total 1,134,431,388$        1,154,662,412$        1,181,896,524$        1,209,503,383$        1,237,910,792$        1,267,141,115$        

Percent Change from 

Previous Year (in total) 1.78% 2.36% 2.34% 2.35% 2.36%

Revenue to Expenditures 

Variance by Fiscal Year 109,118$                    (3,525,157)$               (6,597,880)$               (7,136,677)$               (10,115,989)$            
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School Operating Budget Revenue and 

Expenditure Assumptions      

 

Mission 

The Virginia Beach City Public Schools (VBCPS), in partnership with the entire community, will empower 

every student to become a life-long learner who is a responsible, productive and engaged citizen within the 

global community. 

 

Strategic Plan 

The strategic framework, Compass to 2020, 

sets the vision and guides the work of VBCPS 

for the next five years and charts the course 

for teaching and learning across the school 

division with the focus of ensuring that every 

student is challenged and supported to reach 

his or her potential. 

 

Five-Year Forecast 

This forecast is based on historical data as 

well as assumptions derived from various 

sources, including reports generated by the 

Center for Economic Analysis and Policy at 

Old Dominion University. There are many 

unpredictable factors affecting the projection 

of revenue and expenditures. As such, the 

forecast is presented with the knowledge 

that it has been adjusted for all relevant 

factors we are aware of at this time. A series 

of assumptions were developed to arrive at 

the amounts presented. These assumptions 

are based upon information known currently 

and projections will lose some of their validity as we forecast further into the future.  

 

The School Operating budget provides for the day-to-day operations and maintenance of the division. Since 

more than 87 percent of the total fiscal year (FY) 2017/18 budget is appropriated in the School Operating 

fund, this Five-Year Forecast focuses on providing details about that fund.  
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Revenue Assumptions 

This forecast reflects increases in revenue at the state and local levels and continues to reverse the impact 

of significant cuts VBCPS has sustained since 2008. 

 

 State Shared Sales Tax  

o Expected to increase by 2.5% for FY 2018-19, the first year of the state’s 2018-2020 biennial 

budget 

o Increasing by 2.5% in FY 2019-20 and by 3% for each of the forecast years from FY 2020-21 to 

FY 2022-23 

 Other State Revenue 

o Expected to increase by 2% for FY 2018-19 

o Increasing by 2.5% in FY 2019-20 and by 3% for each of the forecast years from FY 2020-21 to 

FY 2022-23 

 Local Revenue Sharing Formula 

o Expected to increase by nearly 2% for FY 2018-19, primarily as a result of improved revenue 

projections for consumer-driven growth and collections from real estate and personal 

property taxes 

o Increasing slightly more than 2% each of the forecast years from FY 2019-20 to FY2021-22 

and just below 2% in FY 2022-23 

 Federal Revenue 

o Expected to remain flat at approximately $12.2 million from FY 2018-19 to FY 2022-23 

 Other Revenue Sources 

o Anticipate reducing the reliance on reversion funding by $2 million each year of the forecast 

period until this revenue source is no longer needed to balance the School Operating budget 

by FY 2022-23 

o Sandbridge Tax Increment Financing (TIF) funds of $409,000 will be diverted to the School 

Operating budget for the FY 2018-19 forecast year 

 

Revenues by Major Source 
 

 

 

 FY 2017-18

Adopted 

 FY 2018-19

Forecast 

 FY 2019-20

Forecast 

 FY 2020-21

Forecast 

 FY 2021-22

Forecast 

 FY 2022-23

Forecast 

Revenue Sharing Formula 427,710,350   436,149,554   444,983,377   453,926,729   463,125,190   472,179,891   

Schools Use of Sandbridge TIF 409,000           409,000           -                   -                   -                   -                   

From the Use of Money and Property 477,000           477,000           477,000           477,000           477,000           477,000           

Charges for Services 2,816,638       2,816,638       2,816,638       2,816,638       2,816,638       2,816,638       

Miscellaneous Revenue 224,703           224,703           224,703           224,703           224,703           224,703           

State Shared Sales Tax 73,718,340     75,561,299     77,450,331     79,773,841     82,167,056     84,632,068     

Other State Revenue 273,443,481   278,912,351   285,885,159   294,461,714   303,295,566   312,394,433   

Federal Revenue 12,200,000     12,200,000     12,200,000     12,200,000     12,200,000     12,200,000     

School Reversion/Fund Balance 8,803,897       6,800,000       4,800,000       2,800,000       800,000           -                   

799,803,409   813,550,544   828,837,208   846,680,625   865,106,153   884,924,732   
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Expenditure Assumptions 

This forecast illustrates that changes to salary and benefit compensation parameters can have a significant 

cost impact for VBCPS, considering that expenditures of this type account for over three-quarters of the 

School Operating budget. 

 

 Personnel Services and Fringe Benefits 

o Each year of the forecast period includes a 2% salary increase 

o The current FY 2017-18 Virginia Retirement System (VRS) rate of 16.32% is expected to drop 

by 0.64% in FY 2018-19 to 15.68% and remain flat at that rate from FY 2019-20 through FY 

2022-23  

o Health insurance rates are projected to rise by 3% each year from FY 2018-19 to FY 2022-23 

 Non-Personnel 

o All non-personnel budget line items impacted by inflation are expected to increase by 

approximately 2% each year of the forecast period 

o Capital outlay expenditures are expected to increase by approximately $450,000 to purchase 

five additional replacement school buses each year from FY 2018-19 to FY 2022-23  

 

Expenditures by Type 
 

 
 

Utilizing the revenue and expenditure assumptions above, VBCPS is projecting the following deficits over 

the forecast period.  
 

 FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20 FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 

Baseline Forecast $(3,881,731) $(9,304,628) $(8,028,752) $(7,408,102) $(5,274,357) 

  

 FY 2017-18

Adopted 

 FY 2018-19

Forecast 

 FY 2019-20

Forecast 

 FY 2020-21

Forecast 

 FY 2021-22

Forecast 

 FY 2022-23

Forecast 

Personnel Services 460,704,795      471,165,890      481,861,146      491,498,369      501,328,336      511,354,903      

Fringe Benefits

FICA 35,124,805         36,044,191         36,862,378         37,599,625         38,351,618         39,118,650         

VRS 72,142,284         73,878,812         75,555,828         77,066,944         78,608,283         80,180,449         

Health Insurance 59,146,766         60,921,169         62,748,804         64,631,268         66,570,206         68,567,312         

Life Insurance 3,303,644           6,172,273           6,312,381           6,438,629           6,567,401           6,698,749           

All  Other Fringe Benefits 3,149,554           3,149,554           3,149,554           3,149,554           3,149,554           3,149,554           

Contractual Services 49,216,858         50,201,195         51,205,219         52,229,323         53,273,910         54,339,388         

Other Charges 55,629,948         56,742,547         57,877,398         59,034,946         60,215,645         61,419,958         

Capital Outlay 4,541,259           4,991,259           5,441,259           5,891,259           6,341,259           6,791,259           

Land, Structures and Improvement 222,577              222,577              222,577              222,577              222,577              222,577              

Debt Service 44,947,680         41,951,320         44,583,067         44,558,369         45,429,259         45,830,953         

Transfers to Other Funds

Athletics Fund 4,595,823           4,595,823           4,595,823           4,595,823           4,595,823           4,595,823           

Categorical Grants Fund 3,313,969           3,573,608           3,833,246           3,833,246           3,833,246           3,833,246           

Green Run Collegiate Fund 3,763,447           3,822,058           3,893,157           3,959,445           4,027,138           4,096,268           

799,803,409      817,432,275      838,141,836      854,709,377      872,514,255      890,199,089      
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Budgetary Goals and Challenges 

There are many factors unique to school divisions that can trigger educational cost increases that outpace 

inflation. For example, increases in labor costs due to rising student enrollment or changes in staffing 

standards can drastically impact school budgets because K-12 education is so labor intensive. 

Understanding these factors provides a greater appreciation of the financial challenges that schools 

confront today and of the environmental context in which budgeting decisions must be made. The 

following factors place considerable pressure on school budgets: 

 

 Programmatic Priorities – Our community demands high achievement, as well as the availability of 

programs and opportunities to address each student’s individual needs. The strategic framework, 

Compass to 2020: Charting the Course, was unanimously adopted by the School Board on December 

16, 2014, following nearly a year’s worth of work and community input. This framework provides, 

through well-articulated goals and strategies, a true heading to guide the work of educators. 

Meeting the expectations of our community and achieving the goals outlined in Compass to 2020 

requires that VBCPS allocate resources thoughtfully, strategically and efficiently.  

 

o The FY 2017-18 School Operating budget includes $6.75 million in funding to support VBCPS’ 

plans to begin a phased in expansion of preschool and full-day kindergarten over the next 

several years. Virginia Beach City Public Schools is one of only three school divisions in the 

Commonwealth that do not currently offer full-day kindergarten to all eligible students. The 

planned implementation will expand full-day kindergarten to 53 elementary schools and 

increase the number of at-risk students served in the division’s preschool program from 704 

to 1,154 students by 2021-22. Full-day kindergarten is currently offered at 23 elementary 

schools with plans to add between 15 and 18 full-day classes each year. The preschool 

expansion would require the addition of six classes each year for four years and one 

additional class in the final year of expansion. The $6.75 million budget is sufficient to fund 

the annual costs of implementing and expanding these programs for the first three years of 

the five-year plan, through FY 2019-20. Although funding to complete the multi-year phased 

implementation of full-day kindergarten for all eligible students is not reflected in this 

forecast, the School Board will continue to support the planned expansion and address any 

request for additional funding during future budget development cycles. 

 

 Technology – The five-year framework outlined in Compass to 2020 charts the course for teaching 

and learning across the division with the focus of ensuring that every child is challenged and 

supported to reach his or her full potential. The framework’s strategies include providing students 

with personalized learning opportunities that incorporate the use of digital resources to prepare 

them for employment or post-secondary educational opportunities in a globally-competitive 

environment. In support of the strategic plan, the division is preparing to phase in the provisioning 

of Chromebooks for every student and teacher in first through 12th grades with a goal to fully 

deploy the devices to each school in the division by the 2020 school year, or sooner, as funding 
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permits. As the division prepares students to master not only course content, but globally 

competitive skills such as creativity, collaboration, critical thinking, communication and citizenship, 

it is evident that the purposeful use of technology will be integral to the instructional program.  

 

 Employee Compensation – In support of goal four of the strategic framework, VBCPS is focused on 

placing a premium on recruiting, hiring, supporting and retaining high-quality staff in all positions. 

One of the top strategies aimed at addressing goal four of Compass to 2020 is to provide a 

competitive compensation and benefit plan for employees. VBCPS ranks No. 1 in the Hampton 

Roads region for entry-level teacher salary compensation. In recent years VBCPS has budgeted 

funds, as available, to take incremental steps toward addressing internal equity and compression 

issues identified in the Unified Pay Scale.  

 

 Employee Benefits – In 2012, the General Assembly took action to require full funding of VRS 

employer contributions under a phased-in schedule until the rates become 100 percent funded in 

the 2018-2020 biennium. However, the General Assembly’s 2016-2018 biennial budget adopted 

higher VRS employer contribution rates for instructional retirement benefits than those originally 

planned. For FY 2017/18, the state budget increased the rate from 14.66 percent to 16.32 percent. 

This increase was due in large part to the previous underfunding of the VRS plan during the 

economic downturn. Because retirement is a salary-sensitive benefit, related expenses can also 

increase with compensation adjustments, position growth and turnover. 

 

 State and Federal Mandates – VBCPS must comply with state and federal mandates that significantly 

impact divisionwide needs and priorities. Mandates are not always funded and can pose a financial 

burden on localities and school divisions. In 2011, the Virginia General Assembly created the 

Governor’s Task Force for Local Government Mandate Review. The task force was asked “to review 

state mandates imposed on localities and to recommend temporary suspension or permanent 

repeal of such mandates, or any other action as appropriate”. In August 2015, the Governor’s Task 

Force issued an interim report with recommendations for the General Assembly to consider. The 

financial impacts of federal mandates outlined in the Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015 (ESSA), the 

new accountability model 

that replaced the No Child 

Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 

2001, have not yet been 

fully assessed.  

 

 Lagging State Funding – 

Public education policy 

changes at the state level 

significantly and routinely 

underfund education. State 

spending allocated to school 
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divisions is driven by the number of students and local ability to pay. According to a report on state 

education spending released by the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, after adjusting 

for inflation and increased enrollment, Virginia now spends nine percent less on K-12 instruction 

than it did in 2005. The Virginia Department of Education reported that inflation adjusted state per 

pupil funding declined from $4,275 in 2009 to $3,647 in 2016, or by $628 per pupil. Costs for 

educating students have not declined during the same period.  

 

 Structurally Flawed Operating Budget – The FY 2017/18 budget marks the eighth consecutive year 

VBCPS has had to rely on one-time reversion funds to augment the School Operating budget and 

pay for recurring expenses. While the use of one-time funding has helped bridge the gap between 

the revenue available and expenditures, the use of these funds to pay for ongoing costs has created 

a structural imbalance that requires recurring revenue to resolve. Relying on one-time dollars for 

ongoing expenses is simply not a sustainable budget strategy.  

 

 Enrollment and Demographics – The cost of enrollment growth and changing student demographics 

can impact school-based positions generated through staffing formulas and per pupil allocations.  

 

A slow decline in student enrollment is projected to continue division-wide over the upcoming five-

year projection window. According to the Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service at the University 

of Virginia, VBCPS is among the majority of Virginia school divisions with respect to declining 

enrollment trends. 

  

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

Actual 68,859 68,430 68,011 67,323 67,154

Projected 69,546 68,965 68,140 67,859 66,984 66,898 66,519 66,300 66,157 65,932

66,000

66,500

67,000

67,500

68,000

68,500

69,000

69,500

70,000

Projected and Actual Student Enrollment
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Combined City and School Forecast    

 

 

The table above shows the combined expenditures and revenues for both the City and the Schools. When 

combined, the total deficit increases from ($3,772,613) in FY 2018-19 to ($15,390,346) in FY 2022-23. 

It should be noted that a transfer from the City to Schools, as part of the Revenue Sharing Formula, has not 

been netted-out of the table above. 

The projected deficits are much smaller as compared to past years mainly due to the improving economy. 

Last year’s forecast had a projected deficit of $33 million by the last year of the forecast period, while this 

year’s forecast projected deficit is $15.3 million by the last year. 

Please note the summary of the City’s three major enterprise funds can be found in the Appendix of this 

report. 

 

 

  

FY 2017-18 

Adopted

FY 2018-19 

Forecast

FY 2019-20 

Forecast

FY 2020-21 

Forecast

FY 2021-22 

Forecast

FY 2022-23 

Forecast

Expenditures 1,134,431,388     1,154,553,294     1,185,421,681  1,216,101,263    1,245,047,470     1,277,257,103      

Revenues 1,134,431,388     1,154,662,412     1,181,896,524  1,209,503,383    1,237,910,792     1,267,141,115      

Deficit -                          109,118                 (3,525,157)         (6,597,880)           (7,136,677)           (10,115,989)          

Expenditures 799,803,409         817,432,275         838,141,836      854,709,377        872,514,255        890,199,089         

Revenues 799,803,409         813,550,544         828,837,208      846,680,625        865,106,153        884,924,732         

Deficits -                          (3,881,731)            (9,304,628)         (8,028,752)           (7,408,102)           (5,274,357)            

Expenditures 1,934,234,797     1,971,985,569     2,023,563,517  2,070,810,639    2,117,561,725     2,167,456,192      

Revenues 1,934,234,797     1,968,212,956     2,010,733,732  2,056,184,008    2,103,016,945     2,152,065,847      

Total Combined Deficit 0                              (3,772,613)            (12,829,785)       (14,626,631)        (14,544,779)         (15,390,346)          

City General Fund Expenditures and Revenues

School Operating Fund Expenditures and Revenues

City and School Combined Expenditures and Revenues

*The combined City and School Expenditures and Revenues includes transfers
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Closing Thoughts and Summary of 

Financial Data          

 

Moving Towards Sustainable Forecasts:  This forecast does not project the higher deficits as in past 

forecasts. During the recession, the combined deficits for the City and Schools totaled over $100 million. 

Since that time, both the City and Schools have trimmed and/or eliminated programs and positions. In 

addition, revenue was increased for specific priorities like the 30 cents personal property revenue 

dedicated to public safety. While the forecast is not sustainable based on current assumptions over the 

five-year planning horizon, the impact of some of the key drivers discussed in this forecast could reduce 

and/or increase future deficits. Monitoring the underlying assumptions over the forecast period will help 

determine the sustainability of the current budget. 

State Budget:  With the State beginning its own budget process this fall, the City will need to monitor 

what impact the new biennial budget will have on our locality. Several areas of our budget are particularly 

vulnerable to changes in the State budget: 

 The School Operating Budget is heavily reliant on State funding, which also impacts the 

City/School revenue sharing formula via the required SOQ match. 

 The Constitutional Officers, particularly the Sheriff, receive a substantial portion of their budgets 

via State allocations for partial reimbursement of salaries and fringe benefits. The Sheriff also 

receives per diem amounts for inmate care that have been threatened in the past when State 

funding is constrained at the end of the year. 

 The Department of Human Services receives a substantial portion of its budget from the State. 

 The City receives revenue from VDOT for maintenance of roads. This funding is critical in 

maintaining an efficient and safe transportation network. 

 599 funding, which is funding the City receives for having a law enforcement function has been 

reduced dramatically over time. 

 Telecommunication taxes not reflecting current uses. 

 

The Regional Economy is Growing:  As noted in the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission summary 

included in this report, the regional economy is improving.  This conclusion is also noted in the 2017 Old Dominion 

University State of the Region report:  “The outlook for increased regional economic growth has improved.  Each of 

the major building blocks of our regional economy (defense, the Port, tourism) has gained momentum and our 

housing market continues to show slow, but steady improvement.” 

Recession on Horizon?:  Unfortunately, recessions happen on a somewhat frequent basis. The financial 

impact on families, businesses and government can range from mild to severe, especially since the country 

has just come out of what has been described as the Great Recession. It has been over eight years since 

that recession occurred. History would indicate that a recession would most likely occur during the five-
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year planning horizon. The projections in this forecast lean more towards being conservative (especially 

consumer driven revenues) in the out years mainly with the possibility of a recession in the planning period. 

New Program and/or Projects:  If the School Board and/or City Council initiates new programs or 

major CIP projects (not currently identified in the Capital Improvement Program), additional fees or 

revenue increases should be considered or current services/projects should be reprioritized. Without 

revenue increases and/or services/projects being reprioritized, deficits noted in the out years of the 

forecast will increase.  

Tax Restructuring:  As technological and consumer spending changes, localities and the General 

Assembly need to work together to determine fair and equitable tax structures. The current tax system is 

becoming antiquated and not reflective of the growing service economy, e-commerce expansion and the 

emerging 21st Century economy. The goal would be to ensure that businesses are treated similarly for the 

products and services they deliver. Citizens would benefit from consistent tax application. In addition, some 

of the proposals have shown the possibility of additional jobs being created depending on the tax 

restructuring involved. 
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Appendix            
 

The Stormwater Fund continues steady growth throughout the forecasted years to meet the demand 

caused by recurrent flooding and sea level rise. In order to finance the $300 million Stormwater CIP, the 

Equivalent Residential Unit (ERU) was increased to 45.8 cents from 43.3 cents in FY 2017-18. The City 

Council adopted ERU rate will increase 2.5 cents per year from FY 2018-19 to FY 2021-22. The forecast also 

includes positions and equipment that are needed to address the requirements of the Municipal Separate 

Storm Sewer System (MS4) permit. While the enterprise fund is balanced through FY 2021-22 (the last year 

of the City Council adjusted ERU rate increase), FY 2022-23 is showing a deficit that will be reviewed over 

the next few years. 

  

Personal Services 11,402,285           11,789,353          12,025,140        12,265,643     12,510,956        12,761,175       

Fringe Benefits

VRS 1,401,949              1,452,655            1,668,810          1,933,817        2,240,907          2,619,172         

Health Insurance 1,481,367              1,519,917            1,565,515          1,612,480        1,660,854          1,710,680         

Life Insurance 133,321                 138,139                156,373              177,015           200,381              226,831             

All Other Fringe Benefits 821,959                 853,139                870,202              887,606           905,358              923,465             

Contractual Services 7,029,893              8,372,326            8,728,960          10,255,564     9,563,066          9,634,256         

Internal Services 1,765,080              1,710,961            1,762,290          1,815,159        1,869,613          1,925,702         

Other Charges 1,382,894              1,556,245            1,602,932          1,651,020        1,700,551          1,751,567         

Capital Outlay 1,392,978              1,603,874            1,651,990          1,701,550        1,752,596          1,805,174         

Leases and Rentals 100,000                 108,184                111,430              114,772           118,216              121,762             

Land Structures & Imp. 150,000                 -                         -                       -                    -                       -                      

Debt Service Charges 3,543,563              3,386,899            5,440,039          5,432,705        7,731,676          7,737,172         

CIP Pay Go 7,500,000              8,000,000            8,000,000          8,000,000        8,000,000          8,000,000         

Transfers 3,216,746              3,313,248            3,412,646          3,515,025        3,620,476          3,729,090         

Reserves 629,582                 300,000                300,000              300,000           300,000              300,000             

Total Expenditures 41,951,617           44,104,940          47,296,326        49,662,355     52,174,650        53,246,047       

Revenues

Rate 45.8$                 48.3$                50.8$              53.3$             55.8$              55.8$              

ERU 41,525,864$       44,250,045$      46,853,856$     49,219,885$   51,732,180$     51,935,850$    

Other Revenue 425,753$            442,470$           442,470$         442,470$       442,470$         442,470$        

Total Revenue 41,951,617$         44,692,515$        47,296,326$     49,662,355$   52,174,650$     52,378,320$    

Deficit -$                        -$                       -$                    -$                  -$                    (867,727)$         

Stormwater Fund

FY 2022-23 

Forecast

FY 2017-18 

Adopted

FY 2018-19 

Forecast

FY 2019-20 

Forecast

FY 2020-21 

Forecast

FY 2021-22 

Forecast
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Appendix            
 

Waste Management Fund expenditures are projected to exceed revenues each year of the forecast 

period. Annual revenue collection is stable; however, year over year growth is minimal as the base $23 per 

month fee only grows as a result of new homes being built or an increase in rates. Rate increases are not 

assumed over the forecast period resulting in stagnant revenue. Slow growth in revenue combined with 

growing cost related to VRS, Health Insurance, and operations of the landfill are resulting in annual deficits 

each year of the forecast. Funding for Waste Collections equipment replacement continues to be funded at 

$2.2 million per year consistent with the optimum equipment replacement schedule. Additional capital 

replacement cost are budgeted for the replacement of landfill equipment during the forecast period. Of 

notable concern, is the limited availability of existing fund balance within the Waste Management 

Enterprise Fund. To address some of these aforementioned cost increases and concerns, various fee 

increases could be needed in the future. 

 

 

  

Personal Services 6,903,122            7,231,776             7,376,411          7,523,940        7,674,419     7,827,907        

Fringe Benefits

VRS 878,450               988,933                1,008,711          1,098,031        1,119,992     1,214,331        

Health Insurance 1,182,654            1,008,725             1,038,987          1,070,156        1,102,261     1,135,329        

Life Insurance 83,545                  87,728                   89,482                91,272              93,098           94,960              

All Other Fringe Benefits 508,592               547,457                558,394              569,550            580,929         592,536            

Contractual Services 20,598,586         16,468,374          16,507,012        16,894,668      17,286,321   17,682,057      

Internal Services 4,802,484            5,377,666             5,485,219          5,594,923        5,706,822     5,820,958        

Other Charges 3,146,754            3,160,858             3,224,075          3,288,557        3,354,328     3,421,414        

Capital Outlay 2,215,000            2,928,000             3,046,000          2,953,000        2,373,000     2,215,000        

Reserves 192,120               195,962                199,882              203,879            207,957         212,116            

Total Expenditures 40,511,307         37,995,479          38,534,173        39,287,976      39,499,127   40,216,608      

Revenues

Charges for Services 33,816,980        34,102,980        34,153,902      34,204,900     34,255,975   34,307,127     

Other Revenue 982,286            997,672             1,011,835        1,026,282       1,041,018    1,056,048       

Transfers from Other Funds 5,712,041         -                    -                  -                -              -                 

Total Revenues 40,511,307         35,100,652          35,165,737        35,231,182      35,296,993   35,363,175      

Deficit -                        (2,894,827)           (3,368,436)        (4,056,794)      (4,202,134)   (4,853,433)       

Waste Management Fund

FY 2022-23 

Forecast

FY 2017-18 

Adopted

FY 2018-19 

Forecast

FY 2019-20 

Forecast

FY 2020-21 

Forecast

FY 2021-22 

Forecast
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Appendix            
 

The Water and Sewer Fund projects continual growth in revenue supporting water and sanitary sewer 

operations and capital investment in each year of the Five-Year Forecast. This forecast does not project rate 

increases during the forecast period and only captures expenses for known programmatic increases in place 

at the time of the forecast. Revenues have been projected using FY 2016-17 actual collections and 

accounting for moderate growth each year. Starting in FY 2021-22, the Water and Sewer fund is projecting 

a small deficit that increases in FY 2022-23. Water and Sewer staff will be looking at alternatives to address 

this deficit in FY 2022-23. 

 

 

Personal Services 23,519,592          23,548,267          24,033,669          24,529,213          25,035,113          25,551,590          

Fringe Benefits

VRS 2,871,531            3,017,512            3,077,862            3,350,402            3,417,410            3,705,264            

Health Insurance 3,229,725            2,679,227            2,759,602            2,759,603            2,842,391            2,927,663            

Life Insurance 273,086                267,682                273,036                278,497                284,068                289,749                

All Other Fringe Benefits 1,698,326            1,698,922            1,590,289            1,621,936            1,654,216            1,687,142            

Contractual Services 10,359,215          10,566,399          10,777,724          10,993,280          11,213,144          11,437,407          

Internal Services 3,047,879            3,078,867            3,140,445            3,203,254            3,267,319            3,332,666            

Other Charges 35,577,522          36,289,072          37,014,854          37,755,151          38,510,254          39,280,459          

Capital Outlay 3,324,959            4,200,000            4,284,000            4,369,680            4,457,074            4,546,215            

Debt Service Charges 21,795,918          21,589,869          21,586,524          21,588,449          21,589,896          21,603,569          

CIP Pay Go 8,000,000            12,098,696          10,699,888          9,002,800            8,000,000            8,000,000            

Transfers 10,499,445          10,709,434          10,923,623          11,142,095          11,364,937          11,592,236          

Reserves 1,728,909            1,770,976            1,814,110            1,858,337            1,903,687            1,950,190            

Total Expenditures 125,926,107        131,514,923        131,975,626        132,452,696        133,539,508        135,904,150        

Revenues

Charges for Services 119,800,898      123,774,643      124,093,706      124,425,372      124,769,677      125,126,659      

Other Revenue 4,292,228          5,924,608          6,048,091          6,175,157          6,305,911          6,440,462          

Transfers from Other Funds 1,832,981          1,815,672          1,833,829          1,852,167          1,870,689          1,889,396          

Total Revenue 125,926,107        131,514,923        131,975,626        132,452,696        132,946,277        133,456,517        

Deficit -                         -                         -                         -                         (593,231)              (2,447,633)           

FY 2022-23 

Forecast

Water and Sewer Fund

FY 2017-18 

Adopted

FY 2018-19 

Forecast

FY 2019-20 

Forecast

FY 2020-21 

Forecast

FY 2021-22 

Forecast
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